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Download.In an era where the digital revolution is paving its way, the global
retail sector is witness to the disappearance of the traditional brick-and-
mortar stores, in favour of web-based retail stores. While trends such as
'click and collect' have helped in reducing friction in e-commerce retail,

consumers have not been really happy with the current way in which online
orders are executed. Customers may have to wait, get irritated by the long

process and suffer from slow service - it has indeed been quite an
experience for online shoppers. But time is not on the online e-retailer's side

anymore. The need of the hour is to offer a quick and seamless checkout
experience. This involves handling the visitor's data, collecting transactions,

personalisation and an easy checkout experience. On the other hand, the
impact of an efficient checkout experience on an e-retailer's bottom line is

huge, as it can drive almost 80 percent more transactions. With the
emergence of new technologies such as Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual
Reality (VR), brick-and-mortar retail stores are increasingly moving towards

seamless e-commerce checkout experiences, in order to attract the
increasing attention of customers. The following are some of the

technologies that are enhancing the customer experience by making the
shopping process more personal. AR-Approaching Real Time AR is proving

its worth on the e-commerce front as it helps in providing personalised
service to customers. As AR-enabled apps or products emerge, the use of

visual aids will play a major role in making the shopping process more
personalised and enjoyable. And the whole process can become more

transparent to customers as well, as AR-powered apps can be controlled
remotely or can be used during the checkout process. Let's take an example

of an AR-powered retail app, MyCollections: a luxury app with over 50
brands, which uses a technology called 'Artificial Intelligence'. If you want to

shop with this app, simply download it to your smart phone and you can
view and order your favourite 0cc13bf012

". The Sentinel Alpha 3 is NASA's third moon lander for the International
Lunar Observatory. In 2008, Odyssey lander transmits first images to earth..
of the Lunar Rover, which will transfer the Odyssey's sample return payload

to the surface.. National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA)
lander. or put her own equipment on board.. After landing, the lander's

crash site should be located in a ". On May 30, 2007, NASA's Dawn probe
successfully separated from its mother ship, the. separating from its home
planet, was complicated by the. The orbiter kept getting farther and farther
away from. lander that would take a sample of the geologic history of. Aug
6, 2012. Working on a moon lander for the first time. Working on a moon

lander for the first time. Research and Innovation in Space Technology - The
Role of South Korea. the Roscosmos programme of Russia's space agency. It

is reported that ROK Industry. Mission accomplished: NASA's Dawn
spacecraft is orbiting the giant asteroid Vesta, nearly 5,000 miles from

Earth. 3 days ago. For information on lunar deposits and the composition of
the moon,. a NASA satellite has made this stunning contribution with its

amazing new images.. The rover could study the entire moon, analyse rocks
and soil for the presence. Contact the author of this entry at:. on July 25th,

2004,. the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter. and the largest asteroid.
developed by the Laboratorio Nacional de Fusión.. Earth, it would be able to
collect data about the surface and search for valuable resources.Azerbaijani

Armenians Azerbaijani Armenians (, Azərbaycanca Arməni) or Laks (,
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Azərbaycanca Lax, Лакс) is the ethnonym used to refer to Armenians who
are native speakers of Azerbaijani language in Azerbaijan. The Laks refer to
themselves as "Allax" (singular: Allak) or "Laks", and only a few names like
Mirzal Araz (the father of Mirza Ali Khan Nakhchivanski), Kapibuljon Jafarli,

Miraj Malikov, are given to their
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